
Hello   Town   of   Canmore   Council,   

  

My   name   is   Sophie   Kirk.   I   am   sixteen   in   grade   11   and   I   attend   Our   Lady   of   the   Snows   

Catholic   Academy.   Thank   you   for   taking   the   time   today   to   hear   my   concerns   on   the   proposed   

development   of   the   TSMV   and   Smith   Creek.   Unlike   many   people   here,   I   haven’t   lived   in   

Canmore   for   long.   I   moved   here   from   England   when   I   was   6,   and   looking   back,   I   couldn’t   have   

wished   for   a   better,   more   beautiful   place   to   grow   up.   My   parents   have   always   encouraged   me   to   

never   take   for   granted   the   mountains   and   forests   in   my   backyard,   but   it's   hard   not   to   do   when   

that's   almost   all   you   know.   Now,   after   living   here   for   10   years,   I’ve   come   to   appreciate   the   

picturesque   mountain   scapes   that   so   many   people   travel   across   the   globe   to   see.   My   parents   

saw   something   in   Canmore,   it   was   the   town   that   they   wanted   their   children   to   grow   up   in   for   a   

reason,   and   I’m   scared   that   a   few   years   down   the   road   that   reason   won’t   be   around.   I   may   just   

be   16,   but   this   issue   is   important   to   me   and   many   of   my   peers   because   one   day,   our   generation   

will   inherit   Canmore.     

Being   a   part   of   the   OLS   sustainability   club,   I’ve   come   to   realize   the   importance   of   the   

little   changes   we   can   make   in   our   everyday   life   that   can   better   the   world,   as   well   as   realizing   

that   it’s   our   responsibility   as   youth   and   environmental   activists   to   speak   up   on   issues   that   are   

not   only   important   to   us,   but   directly   impact   us   as   well.   I   take   pride   in   living   in   a   town   that   has   so   

many   people   coexisting   with   wildlife,   and   this   development   will   take   away   what   makes   us   so   

unique.   Wild   animals   are   called   wild   for   a   reason.   They   need   space   to   move,   to   be   distanced   

from   humans   and   other   animals.   They   have   the   right   to   be   able   to   walk   on   flat   ground   and   

without   human   interference.   They   deserve   the   2km   needed   in   the   wildlife   corridor   in   order   to   

ensure   security.   This   was   the   purpose   of   the   Y2Y   conservation   initiative,   and   countless   

scientists   have   stated   the   design   of   the   Three   Sisters   corridor   will   not   support   the   needs   of   the   

animals.   We   have   the   responsibility   to   uphold   the   needs   of   our   wildlife   and   protect   their   

corridors,   which   can   be   done   even   with   the   new   developments.   Creating   a   buffer   zone   between   



the   corridor   pinch   zones   and   residential   areas   will   allow   for   the   reduction   of   interactions   between   

humans   and   wildlife   using   the   corridor.   Even   this   small   change   to   the   proposal   would   do   

wonders   to   the   wildlife   habitat.   Which   leads   me   to   express   my   concern   about   the   urban   growth   

boundary,   something   that   if   we   were   to   go   through   with   it,   would   not   only   encroach   on   the   

already   limited   amount   of   land   animals   have   left,   but   would   allow   room   for   a   growing   population,   

that   would   likely   more   than   double   the   town’s   CO2   emissions.   This   directly   contradicts   the   

Climate   Emergency   the   council   announced   in   2019.   The   proposal   outlined   that   by   2030,   

Canmore’s   GHG   emissions   would   be   30%   lower   than   the   2015   levels   and   I   believe   that   the   size   

of   this   development   will   be   a   major   step   back   from   what   we   were   trying   to   achieve.     

Ten   years   down   the   line,   when   someone   asks   me   where   I   grew   up,   I   want   to   proudly   and   

without   hesitation   say   Canmore.   When   you   consider   this   proposal,   I   ask   that   you   consider   the   

legacy   of   Canmore   that   it   will   leave   behind.   Do   you   want   Canmore   to   be   known   as   the   town   that   

created   pinch   points   on   the   animal   corridor   making   it   nearly   impossible   for   animals   to   use,   or   the   

town   that   practices   environmental   stewardship   and   preservation?   Do   you   want   Canmore   to   be   

known   as   the   town   that   sacrificed   its   unique   and   gorgeous   landscape   and   wildlife   for   the   sake   of   

development,   or   the   town   that   finally   said   no,   and   remained   as   a   model   for   the   world   for   wildlife   

and   human   coexistence?   The   choice   is   ours,   we   just   need   to   make   the   right   one.   Now   is   a   more   

important   time   than   ever   for   people   like   me,   youth   who   care   about   the   environment   and   the   

future   of   Canmore,   to   put   our   opinions   out   there,   and   fight   for   our   town   because   at   the   end   of   

the   day,   it's   our   future   we’re   fighting   for.     

  

Sincerely,   

Sophie   Kirk   


